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PRTR SECOND GENERATION SHIM ASSEMBLY 

INTRODUCTION 

The Plutonium Recycle Test Reactor (PRTR) uses moderator level 

as the primary means of reactivity control and 18 mechanical shim rods 

for auxiliary control. The shim rods are positioned vertically through the 

top primary shield, reactor core, and bottom primary shield. Each shim 

assembly consists of three control elements, and positioning mechanisms 

and indicator::; for each. Difficulties were encountered with the original 

first generation shim rod assemblies (Mark-I), primarily caused by sticking 

ball screws and electrical conductor failures. A modified first generation 

shim assembly (Mark-Il) cured the problems with electrical conductor 

failures but did not solve the ball screw problems. 

This document discusses the design, fabrication, assembly, and 

testing of a second generation shim rod assembly prototype for use in the 

Plutonium Recycle Test Reactor, 

SUMMARY 

A major redesign of the eulire shim rod assembly was completed 

resulting in the second generation assembly. This design used Zircaloy- 2 

lead screws, rotary limit switches and syncro position indication. 

Comprehensive out-of-reador testing of the second generation 

assembly was completed on environmental test facility. No failure of the 

assembly occurred during this testing. 

The assembly was installed in the reactor and results of this test 

program will be reported in the future. 

THE PRTR 

The PRTR is a heavy water moderated and cooled, vertical pressure 

tube reactor currently rated at 70 MW t· Its major components are the core, 

primary cooling system, secondary cooling system, gas system, control 

system, containment vessel, and auxiliaries. A cross section of the PRTR 

is presented in .Figure 1. 
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FIGURE 1 

The PR.TR Core and Associated Equipment 
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The core consists of a calandria tank axially penetrated by 8 5 pres

sure tubes, 18 shim rod channels, and various other penetrations used for 

such things as flux measurement, temperature measurements, and access. 

This calandria tank is surrounded on the sides by a reflector tank and 

primary shielding and on the top and bottom by primary shields which also 

have penetrations for pressure tubes, shim rods, and other purposes as 

described previously. Above the top primary shield but separated from it by 

about 2 ft is the top rotating shield. The space between the two is called the 

upper access space. 

Primary control of the reactor is obtained by controlling the level of 

the moderator using a covered weir and gas balance system at the bottom of 

the calandria tank. Rapid shut down of the reactor is accomplished by rapidly 

equalizing the pressure between the covered weir and the top of the calandria 

tank thus allowing the moderator water to dump into the moderator storage 

tank. Because this system of reactor control is used, the control rods or 

shim rods, as they are called in the PRTR, need have no primary control or 

rapid shutdown function. They ouly f.Jrovide for adjustment to compensate 

for such things as flux flattening, fuel depletion, fuel and moderator tempera

ture coefficients, and xenon poisoning. They are not included in the safety 

circuitry and do not actuate automatically under any circumstance. As a result 

of these rather limited requirements the shim rod assembly need only be a 

mechanism which can reliably and accurately position a nuclear poison 

material in the core of the reactor. Two problems make the assemblies 

unique: first, the severe environment in which the assemblies must operate, 

and second, the very limited space which the assemblies may OCClJpy. 

The Shim Rod Channel 

The zones which one shim rod occupies (shim rod channel) consists 

of three distinct and different parts. 

• The upper access space, so far as the shim assembly is concerned, 

is limited to the space between three nozzles. During reactor 

operation, ambient temperature is about 400 F and nozzle surface 

temperature is about 500 F. Nuclear radiation in this zone is not 
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a m·ajor design consideration if adequate shielding is provided in 

the top shield space. Equipment operated in the upper access 

space may be maintained by direct- contact maintenance when the 

reactor is not operating. 

• The top primary shield zone is limited to a space for each shim 

assembly that is 2-fs in. in diameter and 40 in. long. At least 

the lower portion of this zone must be occupied by nuclear shielding 

to limit irradiation of the electrical and mechanical components r~nd 

to prevent exposure of personnel who may work in the upper access 

space. The space normally is part of the gas blan.ket system of 

the reactor and must be isolated from both the upper access space 

and the calandria· space. 

• The calandria zone extends from the top primary shield zone into 

the bottom primary shield. .The extension into the bottom primary 

shield is a tube 2~ in. ID projecting from and seaJP.d to the bottom 

of the calandria tank. The length of this extension iB al.Jout 3 ft. 

There is no containing tube or structure for the shim assembly 

through the calandria tank. The calandria tank contains the core of the 

reactor which is rnade up of a fuel ele1neut contained in each pre~s1.1r.e tube. 

The pressure tubes are located on an 8 in. triangular lattice. The pressure 

tubes are separated from the moderator water by shroud tubes which are 

sealed into the calandria tank. Each ohim assembly io located in the center 

of an equilateral triangle whoBe vulnl::. are at tl'le center~:: u:L' tlu·l:"l:" ;: .. ~lj<"c.r.nt. 

pressure tubes. The access holes in the top of the calandria through which 
' 

the shim assemblies are installed are 2~ in. diameter. The calandria zone, 

including the extension tubes on the bottom of.the calandria, contain heavy

water moderator and wet helium gas which must be isolated from the reactor 

dry gas blanket. Since the reactor control system generally operates with 

a positive pressure on top of the moderator, it is necessary to minimize 

gas leaks where the shim assemblies join the calandria top. 
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The Mark-1 Assembly 

The Mark-1 assembly, Figure 2, which was the original reactor 

equipment, has been described extensively elsewh~re. ( l) Therefore, only 

specific problem areas encountered during operation will be discussed here. 
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Shim rod system failures have been limited to some assemblies 

not operating when desired and unsatisfactory or unreliable position read

out. No failure has occurred which would allow a shim control element to 

fall out of the core of the reactor, thereby increasing the reactivity of the 

core. 

Several features were incorporated in the Mark -I to insure against 

an element falling out of the core or from rapidly running down the lead

screw. These were: 

• The ball-nut hLld two 1ndepem1ent ball circuits, thus requiring 

complete loss of both circu1ts Lo tli::>engage the ball-nut from the 

l ead-screw. 

• Interference pins installed in the lower end of the shim element 

which would engage the lead-screw threads in case of loss of all 

balls from both circuits. 

• A tapered section below the lower guide bushing into which the lead

screw would drop and lock in the event of lead-screw separation 

above the shim rod. 

• Complete enclosure of all chain drives so that _i_n Lhe event of 

chain or sprocket failure, the lead-screw-shim assembly would 

not be allowed to run freely. 

In addition to the above design provision, extensive testing was per

formed to determine the maximum shim rnrl rPmnv::tl rB.te with a shim rod 

running freely on a l ead- screw supported in its normal manner with none of 

the drive arrangement connected. Fastest run-down time recorded was 

22 sec, using a new assembly. Tests performed on a used lead-screw and 

bearing assembly indicated that the shim rod would not run down because 

of corrosion product buildup on the surfaces of th e l ead - screws.. 

Two of the safety provisions described actually dP.c.reased thP. opP.rational 

reliability of the assemblies. First, the interference pins at the lower end 

of the shim element in some cases could rub against the lead-screw surface, 

not only increasing the load on the motor, but also damaging the surface of 

.. 
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of the screw. Second, the complete chain enclosures presented catch or 

jam points for the chains once the chains had worn and elongated. 

In addition to the above mechanical difficulties, one other major 

mechanical weakness was inherent in Mark-!: This was the aluminum lead

screw, stainless steel, ball-nut assembly used in the reactor core. At the 

time of conceptual design, no manufacturers had extensive experience with 

aluminum lead- screws, and none had fabricated aluminum screws of the 

length required. Mter some development work by the vendor, lead-screws 

were successfully fabricated by Lhe thread rolling technique. Visual inspec

tion of these screws was satisfactory and they were procured, not only for 

the prototype models, but also for the 24 production models. Subsequent 

operation of the screws indicated much more rapid corrosion of the lead

screws tJ:lan anticipated. Metallurgical examination of the screws attributed 

the rapid corrosion to. the as- rolled surface of the screw thread, which in 

addition to being contaminated with oil, had a scaly type surface and a crack 

at the crest of each thread where the upset metal had come together. The 

rapid corrosion, although not seriously impairing the strength of the screw, 

caused the ball-nut to run less efficiently and increased the load on the drive

system. 

To complicate the ball- screw problem, the original screws were 

furnished with individually fitted ball-nuts made of 17-4 Ph stainless steel 

which had bP.P.n given the 900 F heat treatment. Just before starlup of the 

reactor, the undesirable qualities of this material were noticed and replace

ment ball-nuts made of 300 series stainless steel were procured from the 

vendor. These were not individually sized to the ball-screws, thus :Some of 

the modified assemblies had improper fits that also decreased the efficiencies 

and increased the loads on Lhe drive systems. 

Most mechanical failures to date in the Mark-I can be attributed to 

stuck or improperly operating ball-nut, lead- screw assemblies. 

Another cause of inoperative shim rod assemblies has been electrical 

failures. Probably the primary causes of electrical failures have been wire 

insulation failures and wire connection failures. 
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Initially, the assemblies were wired with stranded wire with 

unimpregnated woven glass insulation. Insulation selection was based pri

marily on radiation resistance. In installation and operation of the assemblies 

in the reactor, however, early electrical failures occurred. These were 

traced to insulation failure where a bundle of wires passed through the dry 

gas space. Insulation failure was probably caused by moisture in the dry 

gas system collecting on and soaking the insulation, decreasing its resistance, 

anrl allowing the wires to short. Complete separation of most wires in 

several assemblies was observed. As a result, aU assemblies were com

pletely disassembled and rewired with heavier wire that had a double glass 

braid insulation impregnated with silicone varnish. Although this so) vcd 

the first problem it created a second problem almost as serious. The new 

wire, which was quite rigid, tended to break away from connections and 

separate at the end of the solder in a solder joint. Not only did this cause 

difficulty in assembly, but several in-rea~tor failures can be attributed to 

connections opening while the assemblies were in service. 

Some comment is warranted on the decrease in reliability caused by 

the two complete disassembly-assembly cycles required before final use of 

the assemblies in the reactor; one for replacement of the ball-nuts as 

described above, and one for rewiring. As originally designed, the Mark-I 

was a complete factory asseml.Jlt!c..l uuit which would be neither disassPmhl erl 

no.r repaired, but installed in lhe reactor, used, and discarded· when worn 

out. Each was individually set up at the factory with no replacement or inter

changeability intended. Therefore, when disassembled and reassembled 

under much less than ideal condtions, some accuracy of alignment and 

resultant operational efficiency was lost. 

One major operational difficulty involves determination of actual 

control element position in the reactor. In the Mark-I assembly, position 

was indicated by using a ten turn potentiometer driven from the primary · 

transmission of each drive motor. Fifty volt de power was applied across 

the potentiometer, and the voltage ori the moving contact was read on a vacuum 

tube voltmeter. The voltmeter scales were calibrated directly in inches 

from 0 to 100. Resistance of the potentiometers was 5000 0. 

... 
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Several problems were encountered with this system. , 

• Although the meters were equipped with span and zero adjustment, 

there was no;adjustment for range; i. e., if the potentiometer was 

not complete at zero when the control element was at zero inches, 

the meter would not read zero. Since the ratio between the lead

screw and the potentiometer was about 50 to 1 it was very difficult 

to set both on zero; therefore, the potentiometers were all set 

slightly above zero when the control element was at zero inches. 

This problem was solved by installing trimmer potentiometers 

in series with the ten lurn potentiometer. 

• Although the vacuum tube voltmeters were of high quality, major 

problems involving drift and calibration were encountered. Not 

only would the voltmeters be subject to internal variations and 

corresponding change in calibration, they were also adversely 

affected by stray currents induced in the relatively long wire runs 

from the reactor to the control room. Numerous modifications tn 

the position indicating circuits have been made, such as making 

the potentiometer part of a bridge, with limited success. 

• The meter dials are approximately 4 in. long. To graduate them 

from 0 to 100 in. , 25 in. of control element travel must be dis

played in 1 in. of meter travel. This limits readings to the nearest 

tin. This resolution about matches the best capability of the posi

tion readout system. In a test reactor a more accurate readout 

system is desirable. 

Of the initial 24 assemblies ( 18 for initial loading and 6 spare) some 

are still in the reactor; some have been removed, repaired with limited 

success, and returned to the reactor; and some have been discarded. 

The Mark-II Assembly 

The first moditications to the Mark I resulted in what has been desig

nated the Mark-II shim control assembly. Ten Mark-II assemblies were 

procured for use as replacements were required. 
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The major modifications, as procured, consisted of balJ bearing 

lead- screw modifications and a different top end configuration to simplify 

final wiring and assembly problems. 

Changes incorporated in the ball bearing lead- screw were: 

• The screw would be fabricated by machining or grinding rather than 

rolling to achieve a more corrosion resistant surface, 

• The ball-nut material was to be 300 series stainless steel. 

• The interference pins on Lhe lower end of the shim elem P.nt in the 

Marlc-I were replaced by an interference thread in the skirt of the 

ball-nut. 

• The cleanliness and straightness opec.ifications wcr~ made more 

stringent. 

These changes werP. based on assumptions made regarding the problems 

in the Mark-! lead- screws and were exJ:Jected to solve the majority of the 

mechanical problems involved with the Mark-! assemblies. Subsequenl 

installation and operation of the first three Mark-II assemblies in the reaCtor 

indicated, that if anyt~ing, the new ball-screws did not operate as well as 

the originals. No conclusions have bP.en reached regarding the mechanism 

causine the fa,i~ure of the new lead-screws (failure as used here indicates 

sticking of the ball-screw assembly); however, the rolled, heavily corroded, 

surface of the Mark-! screws may be significantly harder than the surface · 

of Lhe Ma1 h.-II 3crcwo. 

Development work being carried on concurrently, using +sin. balls 

rather than i in. as in the original assemblies, indicated problem R with 

sticking_ and galling of.the aluminum screw. Visual inspection of the screws 

used in this development work indicated jamming of the recirculating ball 

train as a primary cause of the sticking. 

The second significant modification .in the Mark~II assembly, that 

of altering the top end to simplify wiring and final assembly> cor).s.ioted of 

substitution of a dynamic 0-ring seal as the sealing member between the 
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dry gas system and the upper access space and use of only one hermetically 

sealed receptacle at the .top of the assembly since the ·wiring need not pass 

through the dry gas system when the new sealing arrangement was used. 

This modification did improve the electrical reliability of the assembly 

since it required one-third the number of soldered electrical connections in · 

the assembly. There has not been enough operating experience with the 

Mark-II, because of the le'ad- screw problem, to determine the extent of the 

improvement. 

It should be noted that the improvement was made at the expense of 

a dynamic 0- rmg seal and related probable increase in helium leakage from 

the dry gas system. In addition, any vertical expansion of the calandria 

must be accommodated by motion through the 0- ring, and any tendency to 

stick would increase the leak rate of the shim-to-calandria seal.· 

Total operating experience with the Mark-II, to date, has been no 

better than was experienced with the Mark-1. 

The Second Generation Assem.bly 

Ideally, any new generation of equipment should solve all problems 

encountered with previous generations. The problems to be attacked were: 

• Mechanical reliability 

• Electrical reliability 

• Accuracy of position readout 

• Simplification of maintenance. 

It was generally believed that the aluminum lead- screw ball-nut 

assembly was basically satisfactory, and that the problems encountered 

in Mark I assemblies were due to poorly fitting ball-nuts and rolled lead

screws. Accordingly, the decision was made to refine only slightly the 

basic final actuation mechanism . 

. Operating experi.ence with the Mark-I assemblies revealed significant 

problems with the driving heads, and it was decided to redesign completely 
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the driving head. This decision allowed freedom of selection of more 

reliable electrical and mechanical components. 

It also was decided to move the driving head from the top primary 

shield hole location, where it was on the Mark-I and -II assemblies, to the 

space between the nozzles, in the upper access space, directly above the 

shim rod hole. Use of this space would allow more satisfactory arrangement 
I 

of components; however, a penalty·would be paid because electrical compo-

nents would- probably require cooling. 

In addition, it was desirable to make the driving head readily 

removable for easy replacement or direct contact maintenance. An arrange

ment such as this would allow stocking of spare driving heads for replace

ment, thus reducing lost time due to shim rod repair. 

Although much more expensive than the position readout systems 

in use on the Mark-I and -II, syncros would be used to indicate the shim rod 

positions. This decision was based on the inherent reliability and accuracy 

of a properly designed and operated syncro transmitt,er-transformer system. 

A second generation shim rod assembly is shown in Figure ::!. Detailed . 

drawings are included in the Appendix. 

The Lower A~~eml.Jly 

The lower assembly of the second generation assembly is very 

similar to that of Mark-II. The differences are· listed below. 

• The top primary chicld area is considered part of thf;;' low""r 

assembly since the driving head has been moved to the upper 

access space. As a result, no lower bearing block is used. 

The transition from lead screw to drive shaft is made at the very 

bottom of the top shield plug. This transition is made by a solid 

coupling and solid pins. The drive shafts are of the step shaft 

arrangement, the bottom half being i in. diameter and the upper 

half ?s in. diameter. Aluminum oxide bushings are used at the 

bottom and middle of these drive shafts, primarily as guides; 

and the upper end is supported by a lubricated, sealed, ball bearing. 

·• 
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This bearing supports the axial load of the drive shaft and ball

screw. The clearance tubes through the top shield plug are stepped 

to match the drive shaft thereby limiting the amount of radiation 

which may stream through the drive shaft clearances. 

• The top shield plug is much longer in the second generation assembly 

than it was in the Mark-1 or -II. Because of the large increase in the 

available shielding space, the shield is filled with iron shot rather 

than l ead . Externally the plug is stepped. The top half fits snuggly 

in the primary shield hole whil e the lower half is smaller to allow 

for rarlial differential expansion between the top shield and calandria. 

Tl11::: bottom 6 in. of the chield plug 8 c::c::Pmhly ·i R tTl I ~d with an aluminum 

spacer to separate the it·on shot from llH:: reactor core to limit the 

nucl ear heating of the iron shot, since no cooling water is used in 

thP. plug. Figure 4 shows the shield plug and associated drive shafts. 

• Zircaloy- 2 lead- screws are us ed in the second generation assembly 

instead of the aluminum lead screws used in Mark-1 ;:mrl - TI. Stain

less steel ball-nuts anrl halls are used with this assembly. The con

figuration of the ball-nut lead- screw assemblies is very similar to 

that of Mark-Il. Ball size is nominally rs in. diameter as opposP.d 

to the~ in. diameter of the Mark-1 and -H. No significant diffe1·ence 

is attributed to the different ball size other than ll1e screws were 

obtained from different vendors . 

• The lower :-1 ,o..; ,o..;pmhl y is rl P.Ri ened to remain in the reactor core 

until worn out at which time it would be removed and discarded. 

None of the lower assembly would be salvaged for reuse. The 

upper end of the lower assembly is so arranged that th e driving 

h ead may be installed and removed without removal of th e lower 

assembly from the core. The luwer end of the lower assembly is 

shown in Figure 5. 

All photographs of the second gene ration assembly were taken after 

completion of laboratory testing. 

- ' 
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The Shield Plug with Drive Shafts Removed for Clarity 
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The Bottom of the Lower Assembly, Partially Disassembled to Show the Lower Guide Bearings 
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The Upper Assembly 

The second generation driving head design is radically different 

from the Mark-1 and -II driving head. Since the driving head was to be 

installed in the upper access space, the most efficient use of the space 

available dictated a triangular configuration for the package . To interfere 

as little as possible with other maintenanc e activities in the upp e r access 

space, the height of the package was kept to a minimum. The se two r e quire

ments indicated side- by- side mounting of the motors, one compac:t trans

mission, and side-by- side mounting of the syncro transmitters and limit 

switches. Several arrangements were investigated within this envelope, 

and the prototype design evolved from these investigations . 

The Motors 

Since experience with the motors in both Mark-I and - II had been 

good , no change in motors or motor specifications was considered . Only 

one known motor failure has occurred in the firsl generation assemblie s, 

and that was probably caused by attempted ope ration of the motor for extend ed 

periods of time at stalled conditions. The motors us ed in Mark - I and - II 

assemblies and in the second generation prototype assemblies were thre e 

phase, 110 V, 400 c:ycle induc:tion motors. ThP.se motors were built and 

tested to Rattel~e-Northwest specifications. Materials of construction 

required wP.re : 

• Formex insulated magnet wire for the stator Windings 

• Mylar for sl ot insul ation 

• Mica for coil end tu rn insulation 

• Silicone var nish impregnated woven glass insulation on the motor 

leads 

• Silica- filled epoxy encapsulant for the stator winding 

• Standard Oil Company of California Radiation Resistant Grease 

Number 335 for all b a ll - b earings and pl a n etary gears in the 

atta ched gear reducer . 
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These motors and gear reducers, 

shown mounted on the transmission, 

Figure 6, while under test for the 

Mark-1 assemblies, operated 

satisfactorily after receiving 

5 x 10 8 R equivalent gamma 

radiation. 

FIGURE 6 

The Motors, Transmission, 
Limit Switches, 

and Syncro Transmitters 

Neg. 0641933-4 
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The integrally attached planetary gear reducer has a ratio of 36 to 1. 

No slip output speed of the reducer is 333 rpm. Motor and gear reducer 

are rated for a 16% duty cycle and a maximum temperature rise of 55 C 

when the gear reducer out put torque is a rated 20 oz-in. Tests have deter

mined these motors to be capable of 100% duty cycle under these conditions. 

Stall torque of the motor- gear reducer is about 60 oz-in. 

The Transmission 

To fulfill its requirements, the transmission must provide three 

outputs from the "A" motor input and four outputs from the "B" motor input. 

These outputs for the "A " moto:r are: 

• A shim rod drive output which has a ratio of about 0. 5 25 to 1 

with the input 

• A syncro transmitter drive output which has a ratio with the 

shim rod output of 2 to 1 

• A rotary l.im.it sw.itch dr.ive outvut wh.ich has a rat.io w.ith Lhe sh.im 

rod output of 5 to 1 

• The "B" motor input has an additional shim rod drive output which 

has a ratio with primary shim rod output of 2 to 3. 

The tr~:msmiccion :1lco :1ctc :1c the centr:1l unit in the :1ccembly to 

which the motors, rotary limit switches, and syncro transmitters are 

mounted. 

The prototype transmission was designed to be assembled fron1. 

three triangular aluminum plates, doweled and fastened in sandwich fashion, 

having aluminum and stainless steel gears and pinions, and -!in . , stain

less steel shafts with ball bearings as required. 

The motors, which face mount on top of the transmission, drive 

through a 38 tooth, 48 pitch gear to a 36 tooth gear mounted on a jack shaft . 

The jack shaft drives through a 27 tooth, 48 pitch gear to a 54 tooth gear 

mounted on the rod drive output shaft'. A 28 tooth, 96 pitch gear on the top 

end of the rod drive output shaft drives a 140 tooth gear mounted on the 

. I 
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limit switch output shaft. An 18 tooth gear on the end of the "B" motor 

jack shaft drives a 54 tooth gear mounted on the secondary rod drive 

shaft. Servo transmitters are driven directly from the ends of the jack 

shafts. 

Sealed, lubricated, ball bearings are used where required. These 

are retained by conventional snap rings in the bores and on the shafts . Only 

one bearing is used in the transmission on each rod drive output shaft, the 

other being installed where the output shafts penetrate the bottom plate. 

Syncro transmitters a11J rulary limit sw1tches connect to their 

respective output shafts through custom made couplings. These units face 

mount on the bottom of the transmission using standard cleats. Lubricant, 

namely, Standard Oil Company of California Radiation Resistant Grease 

Number 235, is used throughout the transmission as required . 

Figure 7 pictures a bottom view of the transmission. Notice the 

mounting locations for the rotary limit switches (larger components) and 

syncro transmitters shown in the lower part of the picture. The three shf'lfts 

are the shim rod drive outputs. 

The Rotary Limit Switches 

Since some operating difficulty had been experienced with the con

ventional miniature limit switches and actuator that were used on the Mark-I 

and -II and much effort was required to set up the limits accurately during 

assembly, the decision was made to use rotary limit switches on the second 

generation assembly. 

A rotary lin1.iL ::;witch is similar to a multiple turn potentiometer. 

The slider, however, makes contact with the end terminals only at the loca

hons desired. The switches us ed on the second generation assembly had a 

closed contact for one and one-half turns at one end of travel, another 

closed contact for one-half turn at the other end, and 98 turns in b etween 

where no contact was made. Switching arrangement was conventional single 

pole, double throw. 

Materials used in the sw.itch construction were aluminum and stain

l ess steel excevL fur the conducting surfaces and sliding contact (brush) 
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FIGURE 7 

A Bottom View of the Transmission Showing Rotary Switch 
and Syncro Transmitter Mounting Locations 

Neg. 0641933-3 
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which were gold alloy. An inherent advantage of this type of switch is that 

total travel is established during manufacture of the switch and minimum 

set - up time is required during assembly of the driving head. 

Syncro Transmitter 

The Syncro transmitters used in the second generation assemblies 

are conventional miniature types except that special materials, similar to 

those used in the motors, were used in their construction to increase their 

radiation resistance. Since the syncro transmitters turn twi <:P ::1 .s fast as 

the lead- screws, one turn of the syncro is equivalent to Yo in. of travel of 

the shim element . Ultimately, the position readout system indicates 

position in hundredths of an inch. This does not begin to approach the 

inherent accuracy of the syncro system. 

The syncro transmitters use 28 V, 400 cycle power which is supplied 

through a transformer from the 40 0 cycle, 110 V motor power system. 

The syncro transmitters are coupled to their shafts through minia

tur e specially built flexible couplings, as are the rota ry limit switches . 

Figure 8 is a general view of the driving head with motors, syncros, 

limit switches, and wiring installed but without the heat sink s and outside 

shell. 

Heat Sinks 

Since the driving head is located in the upper access space above 

the shim rod channel, it is exposed to ambient temperatures up to 500 F . 

None of the electrical components are designed to withstand such conditions. 

Two methods are used to help protect the driving head from this environ

ment. First, the stainless steel shell is separated from the internal 

components by a le in . stagnant gas gap; and second, the major electrical 

components; i. e. , n1otors, limit switches, and syncro transmitters, are 

surround ed by water - cooled aluminum heat sinks. Obviously, regardless 

of the amount or efficiency of thermal insulation involved, the temperature 

of the internal components will eventually approach that of the environment. 

Therefore, hea t sinks are required to remove the heat that comes throu gh 

the stagnant gas gap . 
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Two heat sinks, Figure 9, are 

used in each assembly, one for the 

motor (upper heat sink) and one for 

the syncro transmitters and rotary 

limit switches (lower heat sink). Bot h 

heat sinks are fabricated by bending 

Ji in. diameter stainless steel tubing 

into the desired shape, placing the 

tubing in a mold, and ca~Ling alum.i

nmn around the tubing. Subsequent 

machining is used where required 

to bring the heat sink to the final 

dimensions. Many fabrication 

problems are inherent with these 

heat sinks, especially the lower one, 

which increase the cost of these 

units. Additional developmenl work 

would be desirable to reduce these 

co s ts. 

FIGURE 8 

The Assembled Driving HP.ad Without 
the Heat Sinks or 

Outer Shell 

FIGURE 9 

The Upper and Lower Heat Sinks and Connecting Header 
N e g. 0632888-2, 

0641 9 33-1 

• I 
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Total water required to maintain the temperature desired (90 F) 

while the unit is operating in a 450 F environment is 6 gal/hr at 60 F. No 

cooling is provided on the top plate, which contains the electrical connector, 

other than incidental cooling due to the water connector. 

Figure 10 shows the lower heat sink partially installed. 

FIGURE 10 

The Lower Heat Sink Partially Installed 
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Shaft Seals 

The shim rod drive shafts penetrate the bottom of the driving head. 

It is desirable to isolate the driving head from the calandria atmosphere. 

To do this, it is necessary to seal the drive shafts where Lhey t-~t::netrate 

the bottom of the driving head. Initially, face type seals were considered 

and subsequently rejected because of excessive cost. 

The design adopted uses two conventional lip type shaft seals per 

shaft, installed face-to-face, with a,\ in. long sleeve ::;eparating them. The 

cavity formed is filled w ith lubricant. This arrangement apparently works 

effectively as a barrier to gas How at the nea1' zero differential pressure that 

ex1sts at thi::; lucaL.ion. 

Miscellaneous 

0-rings, used extensively throughout the driving head as gas seals, 

are made of silicone rubber. The only exception to this is the 0- ring in 

the electrical connector which is neoprene. 

Wiring used, except for that furnished with the motors and syncro 

transmitters, is insulated with silicone rubber which has a protective cover

.ing of woven dacron. Wire is multiple strand, silver-plated copper. 

:::ieals around ::;Luus and bolts thn.t protrude throngh th~ top plate are 

made with sealing wa::;hers. 

(;onnections between the outp1lt shafts from the driving head and the 

drive shafts in the lower unit are made with pins and slotted couplings. 

Th.:; rmocouple connections are made between the driving head and 

lower unit with a modified two pole nonrotating face contact connector. 

Contacts are, for the lower assembly, silver-plated copper, and for the 

upp e r, stainless steel. Iron- constantan lead-wire is used from the upper 

connector half to the MS connector in the top plate. 

Impregnated woven glass spaghetti is used where required in the 

driving head. 

Solder used in wiring the driving head was 45-55 (tin-l ead) on the 

limit switches and 60-40 on the MS connector. 
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Figure 11 pictures the outside 

shell welded to the bottom plate. 

The top plate is at the top. The 

adapter flange used to match the 

driving head to the reactor is at the 

bottom. 

During final out-of-reactor test

ing, helium leakage from the 

calandria gas blanket to the dry gas 

system became an increasingly 

serious problem. Therefore, a 

small program was undertaken to 

develop a more satisfactory gasket 

joint for this location. Modifica

tion of the flange on the shim 

assembly and use of a special solid 

aluminum gasket remedied the 

problem. Details of this program 

are presented elsewhere. ( 2) 

The Environmental Test Facility 

To adequately test new models 
The Outer Shell Including the Top of shim control assemblies for the 
Cover Plat e and Adapter Flange 

PRTR, a test facility was con

structed. This facility simulated, as nearly as possible, the environment 

to which a shim control assembly would be exposed in the PRTR. Signifi

cant exceptions includ e: 

• No nucl ear radiation is present in the facility. 

• Light water is used instead of heavy water. 

• Electrical heating is used instead of nuclear heating. 

Other than these exceptions, pressure, temperature, and atmosphere are 

similar to those in the PRTR. 

Neg. 064193- G 
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The Test Channel 

The test channel, as in the reactor, consists of the upper access 

space, the top shield zone, and the calandria. The upper access space is 

simulated by a right circular cylinder, closed at the top, resting on a plate 

which represents the top of the primary shield. The cylinder has electrical 

resistance heaters attached to the outside and is entirely covered with 3 in. 

of insulation so that the entire upper access space may be maintained at 

any desired preset temperature from 70 to 450 F. Penetrations are provided 

in the top for thermocoupl es and lead-in cable. Temperature sensors, for 

control, are attached to the shell . The entire cylinder, including insulation, 

may be lifted clear of the top fac e for access . No attempt is made to control 

the atmosphere in this zone. 

Not only does the heated cylinder provide a hot environment for the 

top of the shim assembly, but the inside of the cylinder provides an even 

hotter radiating surface similar to that of the no z zles on the top face . 

The Top Shield Zone 

The top shield zone is fabricated of carbon steel and is the same 

length and inside diameter as the shield penetration in the reactor. The tube 

i::; heaLed externally with electrical resistance heaters and thermostatically 

controlled at any preset t emperature from 70 to 250 F. Normal operating 

t emperature is 180 F (about the operating temperature of the water- cooled 

shields of the reactor). 

A controlled iluw of commercially pure helium sweeps through this 

area, in at the top and out at the bottom. Flow and pressure are normally 

controlled at 3 standard ft 3/hr and 4 in. of water . 

The Calandria Zone 

The calandria zone is form ed by a pyrex tube approximately 13 ft 

long and 3~ in. ID. The tube is open at the top, attaching to the bottom of 

the primary shield with a flange, and closed at the bottom. P enetrations 

are provided at 1, 4, and 7 ft from the top through which water may b e 

allowed to flow, at 6 in. from the top where a helium sweep is injected and 
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removed, at 10 ft from the top where the three water inlet hoses are 

attached, and at the bottom which is fitted with a drain valve. Heated 

water flows upward in the tube, discharging at the top. A helium blanket 

is maintained above the water by a normal flow of 3 standard ft 3 /hr at a 

pressure of 2~ in. of water. Isolation of the calandria gas system and 

primary shield gas system is provided by the shim assembly as in the 

reactor. 

'The Water Circulation System 

Deionized water is stored and heated in the storage tank. Thermo

statically controlled heating is accomplished by electric immersion type 

heaters. The pump draws water from the bottom of the storage tank and 

delivers it through a control valve and flow meter to the inlet lines of the 

glass calandria section. The water flows out the top of the section into an 

atmospheric pressure return pipe and thence back to the storage tank. A 

gas seal, to prevent flow of sweep gas into the return pipe, is achieved by 

raising the return pipe end of the calandria section- return pipe connecting 

hose. The change in elevation (in inches) required must be greater than 

the pressure of the sweep gas, in inches of water, plus the diameter of the 

tube. The entire system is fabricated of stainless steel except for the 

connecting hoses which are Tygon and rubber. 

Control and Instrumentation 

All three zones use thermostatic controls to regulate temperature. 

All are direct switching except for the water heaters which operate through 

a relay. Water flow is controlled with a manual valve. Switches are pro

vided on the flow meter which signal high and low flow conditions. 

Helium flow to both the calandria zone and the top shield zone is 

controlled with manual valves. Inlet and exit valves are provided. Zone 

pressure and flow are indicated on the control panel. Pressure control is 

achieved primarily by pressure regulators. 

Water level in the storage tank is monitored with a low liquid level 

device which signals a low liquid level situation . 
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The control panel includes switches and indicator lights .used to 

operate the pump and three sets of zone heaters. All have normal, off, and 

by-pass positions. 

Appropriate relays and circuitry provide automatic shutdown in case 

of high or low water flow and low storage tank water level. 

A twelve point strip chart recorder monitors the various zone, gas, 

and water temperatures as required . 
..... 

Second ·Generation Assembly Operation and Testing 

When the final design of the assembly was completed, two prototype 

assemblies were fabricated by personnel of Battelle-Northwest. The two 

assemblies were identical except that one was assembled with 6061T6 alumi

num lead-screws and the other with Zircaloy-2lead-screws. Original intent 

was to furnish one assembly to the reactor for in-reactor testing while the 

other would be extensively tested in the environmental test facility. 

Testing-First Model 

Due to significa!!t difficulty encountered in procurement of ·the ·heat 

sinks, the first model (aluminum lead- screws) was installed without them. 

As a result, no heat_ing of the upper access space was used in the prelimin

ary testing of this assembly. 

The fir:st difficulty encountered during test operation of the assembly 

was sticking of the lead screws. Investigation of the problem revealed that 

clearance holes through the shim elements were misaligned, causing binding 

and poor operation of the screws. Correction of the misalignment corrected 

the sticking, although the drives still seemed to operate poorly. 

Subsequently, the assembly was operated for several weeks in the 

test facility. All conditions were held similar to PRTR conditions except 

for upper access space temperatures as mentioned previously. Test operat

ing during this period consisted of running the assembly through at least one 

complete cycle each day, thus determining that, not only did the assembly 

run, but that position indication and limit switches functioned properly. 
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The test was terminated when severe sticking of the "B" rod 

occurred. Manipulation of the switches freed the sticking lead- screw but 

subsequent operation continued to be unsatisfactory. Visual inspection of 

the lead-screw revealed smeared and galled metal in the thread groove. 

Probable cause of failure was jamming of the circulating ball train either 

because of ball abrasion, one against the next, pickup of aluminum from 

the lead'-screw by the ball-train, or deposition of water born particulates 

in the ball-train. 

Generally poor performance of the "A" rod was also apparent at the 

time of test termination. The aluminum screws used in this assembly were, 

as described earlier, the machined thread type. For evaluation purposes, 

two had been anodized and one was plain. During movement of the shim 

rods, aluminum oxide, in the form of fine powder dispersed in the water, 

· was observed coming from the top of each ball-nut. No difference was 

detected in the performance of the two surface finishes .. Neither provided 

satisfactory performance. 

Contrary to beliefs held earlier by the author, it appears that 

aluminum lead screws are not satisfactory for this application, whether 

rolled or machined. Experience with the second generation screws and 

reactor experience with Mark-I and -II supports this conclusion. 

The lower assembly was removed from the test facility and assembly 

of the second prototype model was completed. This second model used lead

screws made of Zircaloy- 2. In aqdition, h~at sinks had now been received 

from the 'vendor and were installed in the driving head of the second model. 

The lower unit was installed in the test facility and the new driving head 

attached to it. Operation of this complete assembly, at temperature, was 

complelely salisfactory. No instance of lead screw sticking was observed. 

No failure of assembly component occurred. 

After more than 100 days in the environmental test facility, the 

second model was removed for inspection. Both the driving head and the 

lower unit were completely disassembled, cleaned, and inspected for signs 

of excessive wear or other indication of unsatisfactory performance. No 

evidence of improper or inadequate operation was discovered during this 

inspection. 
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The Zircaloy- 2 lead-screws had performed satisfactorily during the 

test period and showed no sign of deterioration. Initially, two of the screws 

had been autoclaved to provide a protective oxide film. One had been left 

in the "as-machined" condition for comparison. The screw which was not 

autoclaved performed as well as the autoclaved ones during the test. Appar

ently, there is no need for the additional expense of autoclaving the screws 

for this application. 

The driving head and lower assembly were reassembled and tested to 

assure satisfactory operation and were stored pending installation in the 

reactor. This shim rod assembly will be tested in-reactor soon. Results 

of in-reactor testing will be reported separately. 
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l "'· 

~~;~A~ REAM TO ,V_l3_ 
TO l.fAJ:IANCE F~1 CIA 
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ATASSY 
GAS TIGIIT fz. 

(RlF)~--

--j-20UNC-2A x. ~DEEP 
\. (UO NOr YHE~ I'< THHU) 

'\ 3-HOLES 

5.415 tREF') 
1-------5.470: E.:..q:.:u::.,-<-A-T<_R_A_< __ -; N9 5 DRILL(. 'Z.O"J THRU 

.312 :~~% DIA X .375 DEEP 

(FROM SF'J 
2-HOLES 

/ ® 303 SST '>' "o 

~" 
"";.-;/, 

1
,. ~"-~~.>_;o 

t.
~ 

kl 
<) 

.8 

'0·24 C/NC-28 xf! DEEP 

OONOT BREAK THRU 

~ OIA X J~ OE.EP 

3-HOLES 

@ 303 SST 

r~~ L'C• 
II'~ -o 

I 
4 
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.5~5 0/A T#RV 

C'BOR£ ~ OIA X.311 DEEP FROM 8F' 

3 .. HOL£;~!9sP ON:.·;:~ 0/A BC 

H-ORILL t.Zf..6) 

C'sORE§iDIAX~D££P 
3·HOLES EQSP 0/V /~ DIA BC 

@ t.Ofo/ r-ro 

GROOVE::::; DIA x:~;; WIDE 

.303 
• .JDD 

SECTION A-A 

.SOO 0/A 3·HOLES 
,498 , 1.3/3 
Eq SPON /.SII OIA Be 

@) 303 SST 

NOTES: 

I. f;CNCRAL NOTC~ & 0/M SH I 

@ 18-8 SST 

SHEET 5 

Connector Details 

BNWL-2 
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FLAT ,.... C'80REI.o%9f'1A~g~01JE£P·F~OI'? CVICK.;:ACE 

. / f.?.5~ LJ/A 
// /.7$1 

/(·DRILL(.28fl 
3·HOLES 

:·;:; OIA 

fz X45.CHAM (BACK FACE) 

2-HOLE5 

~-£-DRILL (.250) 

GROOVE: .23o!.OOI5 DIA X.029 
1003 

WIDE 
tTYPJ -ooo 

NSlSZ DRILL (. 063) 
11r 1\.:~:sy 

@303 SST 

~90 I .467 

r-------------z:!;~----------------~ 

\ 430 
-~4 2. 5 R(TYP} 

,.!J.5 
.120 

@30355T 

® 303.SST 

r------------------.!1!. +&4 4- -0 --------------------i 

(~ 303 SST 
".:::.J SHOWN 

~303 SST 
v..:!_) AS NOTED 

.OOSR~ • I 
1.250t• 

.o3?ftltl .. •·' l"i. t=·o"z I_ 
·~ .180MAxiREFI 

32 I ' .OIOR .077 ~ 

. ' .074 

32 
3a 

. II .. l-.. ____ 5.415 INSIDE 
0 ' 110 /;~i/ILA-rl~AL 

NOTE,' SLEEVE TO FIT OVER 
DET;9 Q INTO OETf/1/3 

@ 303 SST 

MODIFY AS 
SHOWN PIC 
CAT.F9-4 

SHEET 6 

I" 

® 304 SST 

@ 303 SST ' 

@303 ssT. 

Driving Head Shell and Transmission Shafts 
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PART A 8 c D MAT'~ 

24- 4 I 20 IINt:-?.4 '·' -lSOOIA 
ii ~'" 25 2. I0·3VJNF- 2 A 

~.,, 

iS ·1880111 

l 

@ JC'J SST 

f~.-~~" 
8 
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@MATL AS SHOWN 

-~ 
mt~ ~ "i'~ 

G"'l.::! 

§ 
SEE DETAIL ~F" 

5-40UNC·28 X J.oEEP (BoT ~P) 
4-HOLES 16 

r., ·'-' r TflfltNG ---'1J 3 OOX.OZ!iWALL nl 
2~§ 

DETAIL F' 

.330 R 
.325 

fTYPJ 

SEE DETAIL "Q" 

MINR(TYP) 

NOTES: 
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· I. GENERAL NOTES & 8/M SH 1 

_2 ODX .025 WALL 

''" Q__ UE /AIL '({' ssr rUBIN<; 

3-1_ X 45.CHAM (7YP} 

SHEET 7 

Heat Sink Details 

BNWL-2 

VIEW-'8' 
SHOWING CLEARANCE HOLES FOR MT(i 
CL£ATS, F"ORROTARY SW ~ SYN_CHRO XMTR 
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fREF) fREF) 

'-- STIIKE .1T ASS Y 

"' fli\!FJ rn. .... ,• 0· SUB ASSEMBLY 

~EL (-: 4·-4· TOP OF PRIMARY SHIELD 
I 

L 
~---------3sa~\--~-~--------------~~ 

-----A~,.._., 1-------1fDs . 1 

• \~~-2'.5 00, >t .500 t.O TU/iJJNC (£"1 SP ON 1.3/3 0/A BC 

®3,(/ALL OVER 

1100-0 AL 

2.83o!oo5 oo 
X .0'-3 WALL.. 

17~ ;i. ~S Tl(ilff(TYP) 

:~ I '~ 
A,~ 

5ECT!ON X·X 

,~j'l-,-,.-----143 L ,, :11-ijt~ ~-~=~==®i~=-=-===~=~3--E:::::~~==:= 
_
094 

DIA DRILL 

AT ASSy_WITJ!.::,.. 
PARTS@&@! 
11'1 PLAtE 

3 
8 

~-------3~~~------------------------~ 

~ 2.437 
OIA 

-2:5~2~-

0/A 

J-20UNC-2B X l DEEP 

3-HOLES Eq SP ON Z 0/A BC 
(DONOr Bli'EAI< THRll) 

"--l_ot>x1i, WALL ru8u·J<i 
3-EQSP ON /.3/30/A Be 

8"''',·,·,.·; 

~ 00 X
1
,.Z WALL TUSINC, 

3-PLACES fR£F') 

SECTION A··-A~ 

SHEET 8 

®30.3.S.$T 

H-3-14479 
NOTES: 

1: !!,!NERA L NOTES &. Bl M SH I 

Shield Plug Subassembly and Details 
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f-----l----' ~ 

L e tJ Luwe,.- wn1 

1--------------------~~~l/.r,:,R~Ec=~"c..__ ____________________ __:-j 

"-._TOP OP C:At..ANDRIA 
EL (·) 7 1 9 11 

(8") ~ 0/A 
TYP EA kf:"6 

0 SUB ASSEMBLY 

--------12.-:3 j~.-· -----.---------1 

~----------------.tz!loi_ '"~i0.'-----------1 

~ ~Ofo/-TG, AL 
~ SCE NOTC 2 

~~~ 
~-----------le!98~'-"------------~~ 

\. 

@ 
MODIFY STO .!oD BALL 
BEARING SC,Eiii$v SHAPr 
SCC SPCCJF'/C,t:~r/ON P'OR MTL 

ro~ RCFEREIVC~ ~Nl.Y 
,t:"41RNISNCD WJrH ,-19~1"81D 
& rrtrreo BY MFR 
DO NOT Rl?MOII'E F~0/"'1 
PrB., 

SHEET 9 

(~) :.r:;st...(.041DS)DRU.l. 
.§ O~EP-EQ .SP ON 

PERIPHCRY 
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V~,--..,.,_-(~) ~ OIA €~ SP 

ON /,.311 .• CtR<'f..iS 

(3) f,_ OIA EQ SP 

ON 2 DIA BC 

(90} ~0~ 1- T~ A I 
'-'.__/ 

~ Ft.Ar 
F<>R 

SET SCRCW 

VIE:'W E,-E, 
F"OR FARr 81 ONLY 

t:,; ~~~;e~' 
EQ SP ON 1·31'2 
CIRCL€ 

~TAPER 
Pe'!f'l /NC/-1 

B"N"WL- 2 

-378 DIA 
• 37G.o 

(4)"41(.03<.) ORIL<. 
~T ::JOa WITH e'AC"H OTHER 

MATCH DRILL 'WITH PT~ 81 

&8" 

® 30.3 SST 

.!. R "'L 
lt.EDGES 

SECTION F,-F; 

1i,o1A TH~tJ 

DETAIL ~' 

® G.OG.I- TG. AL 

Lower Unit Subassembly and Details 
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